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Ice hockey pronunciation

Miss the difficulty of pronunciation of the hockey puck Pronunciation of the hockey puck with 1 audio pronunciation International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) Record the pronunciation of this word in your own voice and play it to listen to you pronounced it. Can you pronounce this word better or pronounce in
different accent or variation? Cancel Thanks for the contribution of a vulcanized rubber disc 3 inches in diameter, which is used instead of one in ice hockey Thanks for contributing abhishek Bhattacharyya Thanks for contributing Learn more about the word hockey puck, its origin, alternative forms, and use
from Wiktionary. We can practice with puck hockey Thanks to portuguese contribution: disco by hóquei Show less Translation Translate this word /phrase Ana Thanks for contributing Antonyms for hockey-hockey pronunciation in English [en] British ice-hockey pronunciation Pronunciation by Bernard12
(Male UK) 0 votes Good Bad Add to Favorites Download MP3 American Ice-Hockey Pronunciation of Chris1h (Male from the United States) 0 votes Good Bad Add to Favorites Download MP3 Ice-Hockey Pronunciation Pronunciation of Slick (Male from the United States) 0 votes Good Bad Add to Favorite
download MP3 Can you pronounce better? Or with a different accent? Pronounce ice hockey in English Random words: Wikipedia, England, one, car, have Modify the word: Add languages Is something wrong with this word/phrase? Aren't you satisfied? Request a new pronunciation Accent: British
American Other definition from Wiktionary, free dictionary Jump to Navigation Jump to search See also: English Hockey Wikipedia has an article on: HockeyWikipedia origin unknown, 16th century, possibly related hook due to stick curvature. Pronunciation[edit] enPR: hsk'i, IPA(key): /'h'k/ Rhymes: --ki
Noun[edit] hockey (innumerabled) Synonyme[edit] ice hockey (Canada) shinny, shinny hockey Derivative terms[edit] Translations[edit] Etymology 2[edit] Noun[edit] hockey (uncounted) (USA, argou) Fecal, excrement. 1970, Donald Harington, Lightning Bug: I thought she went to pee, but I think she's doing
hockey, too. 2014, Gwen Hunter, Bloodstone: My anger has risen again. Harry Boone is a licking, ass kissing, piece of hockey on horses, I told him exactly. Etymology 3[editing] See oche. Noun[edit] hockey (plural hockey) (darts, dated) Alternative form of eye. 1950, Edmond Hoyle; Lawrence H. Dawson,
Darts, in Hoyle's Games Modernized, 20th edition, London: Routledge &amp; Kegan Paul, OCLC 560444866; republished as The Complete Hoyle's Games (Wordsworth Reference), Ware, Hertfordshire: Wordsworth Editions, 1994, →ISBN, page 457:After it was mentioned, Darts today is essentially a
public-house game, and in pretty much every inn, club, or institute where it has a base (and in which it does!) will be found variations in the game and often games that are specific to the locality or even to Itself. [...] And in this domestic circle, in any case, it is believed that this set of rules will prove to be a
useful guide when taken in connection with what has already been said regarding the board, its position, the hockey line, etc. 1977, Harry Harrison, chapter 22, in Skyfall, [London]: Hamlyn Publishing Group, OCLC 174111720:Henry Lewis's body was tense, stretched, his legs against hockey, his right arm
raised, his left eye half closed. With a sombre intensity, sustained by years of practice and experience, he saw along the steel point, pulled his arm back-and-fly arrow. 1985, Keith Turner, Darts, 1st Perene Library edition, New York, N.Y.: Harper &amp; Row, →ISBN, page 22:Small bars will tend to
produce short hockey; Small fishing pubs in Yarmouth gave rise to 6ft brands [...] References [editing] hockey in Canadian Oxford Dictionary, Second Edition, Oxford University Press, 2004. Anagram[edit] Dutch[edit] Etymology[edit] Borrowed from English hockey. Pronunciation[edit] IPA(key): /'s.ki/
Hyphenation: hoc'key Rhymes: --ki Noun[edit] hockey n (countless) hockey, usually field hockey Derivative terms [edit] Finnish[edit] Pronunciation[editing] IPA(key): /h-h-ei/, [ˈho̞kːe̞i̯ ] Noun[edit] hockey Declension[edit] French[edit] Etymology[edit] From English hockey Pronunciation[edit] (aspirated h)
IPA(key): /.k/ Rhymes: -- Homophones: ho hoquets Noun[edit] hockey m (countless) hockey (Canada) ice hockey Synonyms[edit] (ice hockey): hockey sur ice words[edit] hockeyeuse hockey sur turf hockey sur gice hockey sur gice Continue reading[edit] Italian[edit] Italian Wikipedia has an article
about:hockeyWikipedia it Etymologe[edit] From English hockey. Pronunciation[edit] IPA(key): /'s.ke.i/, /'s.ke.i/ Noun[edit] hockey m (innumerable) Derivative terms[edit] hockey su ghiaccio hockey su track/hockey a rotelle hockey su prato Norwe gian Bokmål[edit] Norwegian Wikipedia has an article
about:hockeyWikipedia no Etymology[edit] From English hockey Noun[edit] hockey m (singularen defined) Derivative terms[edit] References[edit] hockey in The Bokmål Dictionary. Norwegian Nynorsk[edit] Etymology[editing] From English hockey Noun[edit] hockey m (definitively singular hockeyen)
Derivative terms[editing] References[editing] hockey in nynorsk Dictionary. Spanish [editing] Spanish Wikipedia has an article on: hockeyWikipedia es Pronunciation[edit] IPA (key): / xokei /, Noun [edit] hockey m (plural hockey) Derivative terms [edit] If you ask, No. 90 for Montreal Canadiens is no longer
Tomas Tatar. His new name is Tomas Tataaarrrr.Derek Toulouse, a construction worker for 20 years, is the reason why, because it's just the way the Internet works. His compensation for Tatar's renaming was the opportunity to meet the Canadians after Tuesday's match against carolina Hurricanes. Tweet
from @NHL: TATAARRRRRRR.
pic.twitter.com/aPICqVtjC9El reached out to me on Instagram and invited me to the game, Toulouse Toulouse NHL.com after losing in Montreal, 2-1. It's crazy. I didn't expect that at all. It's a lot of fun. Coming to the game and meeting Tatar is a great experience.
Toulouse is a lifelong Canadian fan. He recently went viral for the enthusiastic pronunciation of his favorite player's name. Tweet from @DerekToulouse: Big goal tonight @TomasTatar90 going to the cup @GMolsonCHC @Palambert1234 pic.twitter.com/yIEVEXrI3EHow started? It's pretty simple. A
cameraman from the Bell Centre surprised Toulouse in the right mood. It's an easy name for a francophone. After a few beers, it was easy for me to walk in front of the camera, Toulouse said. It wasn't until the next morning that I realized how big it was. All my friends were texting me, telling me they were
everywhere. Even Tatar noticed. Tweet from @TomasTatar90: Absolute Legend.
I owe this guy a few more brewskies I think he's talented, he works hard, Toulouse said. I'm very happy to be playing for my favorite team now. Video: VGK@MTL: Habs fans amplified for Tatar's contributions
increase the image of a game played on ice, in which players use long sticks to hit a hard rubber disc (called a puck) in the goalCulture of another hockey teamIn UK hockey covers field hockey. Ice hockey is called ice hockey. In the U.S. ice hockey is much more common and is simply called hockey. Both
sports are played by both men and women. In field hockey there are 11 players on each team, five strikers, three defenders, two defenders and a goalkeeper. A hockey field (NAME) is 100 metres long/91 metres long and between 55 and 60 metres/50 and 55 metres wide. There's a goal at every end. The
goal of the game is to hit a little white in the other team's goal with wooden hockey sticks. A goal is worth a point. Each game has two 35-minute rounds. A game starts with a pass-back: a striker hits the ball, but is not allowed to cross the midline until another player from either team hits it as well. There is
also an indoor hockey game played with six in each team. The modern game developed in England in the mid-19th century, and the first hockey club was formed in 1862. English clubs are now organised in a league with one Premier Division and three regional divisions. The Scottish Hockey Union leads
leagues in Scotland. Sport is not shown on television as much as cricket, rugby or football and most people could not name any famous hockey players. In the UK ice hockey attracts relatively little interest. An English professor visiting Harvard University introduced the sport to the U.S. in 1901. At first it
was played only by women, and the first men's game was only in 1928. In the U.S. the game controlled by the US Field Hockey Association. It is less popular than in contrast Britain.By, ice hockey, first played in Canada, has long been popular in the US. It's a fast and exciting sport. Each team has six
players, one centre, two defenders and wingers, all of whom try to score, and a goalkeeper. Players wear skates and have helmets (= hard round hats), gloves and protective pads. They use long wooden sticks to hit the puck (= a small, hard rubber disc) in the opponent's lens. If I succeed, I'll score a
point. The surface of the ice rink (= the ice surface on which the game is played) is up to 67 metres long/61 metres long and 33 metres/30 metres wide and is divided into an attack area, a neutral zone and a defence zone. A game has three 20-minute periods. The game starts with a face-off when the
referee drops the puck between two opponents players. Defenders try to prevent the opposing team from scoring and can check (= crash in) another player with their bodies. Professional players often have fights on ice, and the game has been criticized for being too violent. A player who commits an illegal
action goes to the penalty box for a period of between 2 and 10 minutes and the team must continue without him or her. The best teams in the Eastern Conference and the Western Conference play to decide which two will be in the Stanley Cup. The Hart Memorial Trophy is given to the best player, and
Wayne Gretzky, considered by many the best ice hockey player of all time, won it eight times between 1980-1987 and 1989. Among the most successful teams for the U.S. were Detroit Red Wings, Boston Bruins and Chicago Blackhawks.Topics Sport: other sportsa2 sportsa2
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